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By the time you read this month’s column it will be trout season in Tasmania even if the weather 

hasn’t realized it yet. Up here on the north coast of NSW the trout season doesn’t open till October so 

my fly fishing will be restricted to saltwater for a few more weeks. Fortunately, there are plenty of 

luderick in the creek at this time of the year and they are susceptible to a green weed fly. As I have 

been drifting about in my boat I have been thinking about how my saltwater casting is different to 

what I might be doing in Tassie at this time. 

 

 
Apart from sand on the guides instead of ice there is probably very little difference between casting 

in saltwater and casting in fresh.  The essentials of casting remain the same no matter where you are. 

Wind is still a major factor despite what you see in the photo above and fishing from the shore or 

from a boat presents the same problems. However, there are some aspects of casting in the salt that 

are worth examining not just for those who might be contemplating a change but also for those who 

are looking for ways to make their freshwater casting more efficient. 

 



Here are a few of my observations and thoughts on saltwater fly casting. All of them are applicable 

to the sort of fishing you might be doing in Tasmania. You don’t have to use them in most freshwater 

situations but if you venture into the salt they are essential tactics for success. You will probably find 

that you already employ most of these in your freshwater fishing now. If not, try them and see if they 

help. 

 

Saltwater Quick Cast 

As the name implies this is a way of casting which gets the fly to the fish as quickly as possible. It is 

an essential cast in the saltwater world or you will spend a lot of time casting at nothing.  If you do 

any sight fishing for trout this cast can help you put a fly in the right place at the right time. The 

process is simple and is really just about good line management and limited false casts. It works 

equally well wading or in a boat and is especially useful in fast flowing rivers. Click the link below 

to see how. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aQtjJ8LjNk0 

 

Water haul 

I was reminded of this one the other day when fishing with a beginner who wanted to make too many 

false casts. By using the tension of the line on the water you can load the rod deeply and cast as far 

with one backcast as you can with multiple casts. This speeds up the time it takes to get the fly to the 

fish and reduces the amount of energy needed in casting. In freshwater the water haul is just as 

effective although it can be a bit noisy and disturb the trout. But in the salt it shines and can really 

help with gaining extra distance quickly. See the water haul explained here:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZfPKL1jZDAQ 

 

Shooting line 

Something as fundamental as shooting line probably shouldn’t need to be mentioned but its 

importance in saltwater fishing cannot be underestimated.  Many freshwater situations don’t need 

long casts and distance can be achieved by slipping line during false casting. Saltwater fly fishing 

usually requires longer and quicker casts and the ability to shoot line is essential. Shooting line is 

about rod loading and line management and once mastered can save a lot of time and energy. Here a 

video that explains shooting line. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NlexoxsR7vs 

 

Casting Style 

We all have our own style of casting. The traditional approach of a freshwater angler is to keep the 

rod vertical. This enables a more accurate cast and keeps the rod tip clear of any trees and vegetation 

to the side. In the salt, however, a more horizontal style is preferred. By keeping the rod low there is 

less chance of spooking fish and it can help to counter the wind.  A style which keeps the rod low to 

the water can also help avoid flies being cast over the boat and the caster. You can see this style of 

casting demonstrated here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6tRD_6aLyFk 

 

Double Hauling 

Double hauling is the process of pulling on the fly line during the forward and back cast in order to 

increase line speed and therefore increase distance. In freshwater situations it is probably used more 

to reduce effort than to achieve great distance. In saltwater double hauling is essential to cast big flies 

in windy conditions over long distances. It would be safe to say that if you can’t double haul you are 

going to struggle to catch fish in the saltwater. You can watch a video on the double haul here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltGitRhixMk 
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Roll Cast 

You don’t usually associate roll casts with saltwater fly fishing. Roll casts are primarily used when 

there is limited room for a backcast. They are not good for distance and are difficult with heavy flies 

or sinking lines. However, in my local creek I find myself using variations of the roll cast all the 

time. It enables me to get my fly back in the water quickly without having to worry about the wind or 

the canoes, kayaks and standup paddle boards the sneak up behind me. When roll casting I keep the 

leader moving all the time so the fly doesn’t have time to sink during the formation of the D loop 

behind. This is a dynamic roll cast and the basis for all the switch and spey casts which can also be 

employed effectively. Here is a video on roll casting:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgGetJwBko4 

 

Belgian Cast 

I have already written about the Belgian or Oval Cast so I won’t spend much time explaining it 

again. When the wind is blowing (which it often does on the coast) you need constant tension to keep 

the flies under control. Over the last few weeks I have had a few fishing trips to my local creek 

casting green weed flies to hungry luderick. The secret to success has involved long casts with 

double weed flies and indicator rig. The water is very clear at the moment and if you approach too 

close to these fish they will scatter. Double hauling and oval casting has worked well to get the flies 

to the fish without being seen. If you don’t disturb the fish and present them with a drag free drift 

success is almost assured.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To see how the Belgian cast is performed watch this video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0tQdBnnO0bA 

 

Although not actually casts there are two other aspects of saltwater casting that need discussing. 

They are lines and line management. These two subjects could fill a lifetime of articles and still not 

be complete. For now, I just want to touch on how lines and line management have changed for me 

when saltwater fly fishing.  

 

Lines 

I have never been a fan of over-lining rods always putting presentation ahead of rod loading. 

However, with the need for long, quick casts in the saltwater I am now more inclined to over-line and 

use shooting heads. A shooting head is a line where most of the weight is in the front of the fly line 

which is followed by a thin, level running line. I prefer an integrated running line to cut down on the 

noise of the loops going through the guides. There are plenty of options available at your local tackle 

store or you can make your own. Shooting heads make casting saltwater flies and big streamers easy. 

You can see some options for shooting heads here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PivtQ8F7xoE 

 

Line Management 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgGetJwBko4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0tQdBnnO0bA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PivtQ8F7xoE


If you are fishing in the surf, a tidal creek or in a boat you have to make sure your running line does 

not tangle and get caught on obstacles. You can hold loops in your hand, use a striping basket or 

some other line management device. I prefer the stripper clip because I hate hanging a shopping 

basket around my waist but it does take some practice to get it working properly. Here is how to use 

the stripper clip and some other examples of line management tactics for saltwater fly fishing: 

https://vimeo.com/67101527 

http://youtu.be/9NptnSQ2RF0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oA3gvm_Z-ZE 

 

No matter whether you fly fish in the fresh or the salt you will find all of these casts and tactics worth 

considering. The more I fish in the salt the more I find my casting repertoire and style changes. So 

far my saltwater experience hasn’t progressed beyond the local creeks and estuaries. If I get to do 

some real saltwater fly fishing offshore or on the flats I am sure there is more I will have to learn.  
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